Age-related Iron Deposition in Deep Gray Nuclei in Infants Detected by 1.5T MRI: R2* versus Susceptibility Phase Values
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Introduction

Iron plays an important role in normal brain metabolism. It is essential to many developmental and functional processes in the brain due to the high energy demand to support neuronal activity [1]. Estimating the amount of iron deposition in the brain may provide a new biomarker for assessing the presence and progression of a variety of neuronal diseases not only in adults but also in infants. Therefore, it is potentially important to quantify the iron content in infant brains in vivo. Susceptibility weighted imaging is a high resolution 3D gradient-echo MRI technique. It probes the tissue paramagnetic properties such as iron content by post-processing phase information [2], giving a negative phase shift, T2* decrease or R2* (R2*=1/T2*) increase relative to the surrounding parenchyma [3]. The purpose of this study is to measure the R2* and phase values of the deep gray nuclei in infants, examine the correlation of the two values with iron deposition, and evaluate R2* and phase images as an in vivo approach to study of early brain development by susceptibility weighted imaging.

Methods

56 infants with no abnormalities in brain MR images were enrolled in this study and examined with informed consent from parents according to local ethics procedures. Their postmenstrual age (PMA) ranged from 37-91 weeks of age with a mean of 54 weeks. All images were obtained using a 1.5T MR system (GE HDX). Sagittal T2-weighted images were first acquired with a fast spin-echo sequence to locate the anterior and posterior commissures. A 3D gradient-echo sequence (ESWAN of enhanced T2* weighted angiography) was employed with image slices parallel to the anterior-posterior commissural line (AC-PC line). Imaging parameters were TR=54 ms, number of echoes = 8, TE = 34–38 ms, FA = 25°, slice/gap=3 mm/0 mm, NEX=0.75, FOV=24×24 cm², matrix=162×156, total scan time=225 s. The phases of the last five echoes were high pass filtered to remove background inhomogeneity and then averaged to get a final phase image with an effective TE of 32 ms. The R2* image was fitted from magnitude values of all the eight echoes. For image analysis, regions of interest (ROIs) were outlined manually in caudate nucleus (CN), putamen (PUT), globus pallidus (GP), thalamus (THA), red nucleus (RN) and substantia nigra (SN) based on neuronanatomical atlas. Same ROIs were used to analyze phase and R2* images. R2* and phase values in the above gray matter nuclei were calculated and correlated with the reference iron concentrations. Note the these reference values of iron concentrations in various nuclei were estimated from PMA using an empirical equation that was derived in an earlier postmortem study [4]. The Pearson correlation analysis was performed. Statistical differences with P<0.05 were considered significant.

Results

R2* values of various deep gray nuclei exhibited statistically significant and positive correlations with PMA (Fig. 1a). In particular, strong positive correlations were found in CN and THA with correlation coefficient of 0.751 and 0.753 (p<0.001), respectively. In contrast, no significant linear correlation was observed between phase value and PMA in each structure (P>0.05) (Fig. 1b). Pearson correlation analysis showed a strongly positive correlation between the R2* values and the reference values of the iron concentrations, yielding r=0.751, 0.664 and 0.673 for CN, PUT and GP, respectively, with P<0.001. As for phase value, no correlation with reference values of the iron concentrations were found (P>0.05) (Fig. 1c).

Discussion and Conclusion

In brain, non-heme iron that presents sufficient concentration to affect MR contrast resides in ferritin or hemosiderin molecules [5], leading to R2* increase. We demonstrated that R2* values in deep gray nuclei had a significant and positive correlation with PMA, indicating a steady and rapid accumulation of elements of magnetic susceptibility in these structures during the early brain development in infants. We also found a strongly positive correlation between the R2* value and the reference values of the brain iron concentrations. These findings indicated that the changes of R2* values likely reflect the iron deposition increase with age in infant brains. Note that similar phenomenon has been reported in the brains of children and adults [6, 7]. On the other hand, we did not find any correlation between the phase value and the brain iron concentrations, and there was no linear change by age. Note that several studies have reported that the phase value could reflect the increase of brain iron deposition in gray and white matter with age in adults [7, 8]. However, brain iron deposition is low in infants, especially in newborns. In addition, phase values can be easily influenced by the flowing or moving spins in venules in deep gray matter, field inhomogeneities caused by air–tissue interfaces, and the ratio of oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin [8]. All together, the results from the present study demonstrated that R2* is a more sensitive parameter than phase value for in vivo estimation of brain iron deposition during the first year of life.
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Figure 1 (a) Regional R2* value vs. PMA; (b) Regional phase value vs. PMA; and (c) R2* and phase values vs. iron concentration. Solid lines are the linear regression. Dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals for the regression. r is the coefficient of correlation. P values of the linear regression in different regions are shown.'